Jeff Bearden, convinced AmberTech Customer,
AmberTech's proven technology makes all other lubricant technologies appear
prehistoric and primitive. In qualifying this claim, you must have knowledge and
understanding of our industry in oil and gas, and greasing fluid end pump trucks
and the severe applications in which we've tried every grease technology over
the past few decades. With up to 12 barrels of water per Minute passing through
the pumps, the packing needed replacement on the plungers sometimes every
three days of use. The red grease we were using melted into the drip pans and
wouldn't perform. Its a tremendous job swinging a 12 pound sledge hammer
opening the ends, especially with the company man breathing down your neck in
temperatures as high as 106 F and as low as -20 degrees. I have reported our
results previously in other testimonials, but after using AmberTech a few years a
final conclusion is at hand and I feel it must be reported correctly. The greasing
intervals as well as the amount of AmberTech grease that's demanding on the
applications is close to 80% less. By using AmberTech grease we’re getting the 6
months that is “supposed” to occur, but never actually does when using other
greases. No ASTM testing results could have ever given us the foresight of these
facts that we've witnessed in longevity endurance. The facts we’re witnessing
now with AmberTech grease is a reduction loss in heat on the packing from 18 to
21 degrees and this is a proven fact. Also, this grease will not wash out and we
have been using it on all of our applications. In closing, I wish to share that I to
was skeptic until we closely monitored controlled tests. If you’re truly searching
for a tried and true solution to every greasing and lubrication application then
start by investigating the reliability and sustainability AmberTech presents. You
will see why myself and our crew says it makes all others seem primitive and
prehistoric. Knowing the importance of greasing our fluid ends trucks and the PM
program that we must maintain, we will never use anything but AmberTech.
We're convinced by the high percentages in reductions that nothing can exceed
AmberTech's strength (MSM). I’ve worked offshore platform Riggs and there's no
doubt that AmberTech will be one of the biggest assets on offshore Riggs as
well. If you have any questions please feel free to contact me.
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